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Abstract
Ranking data represent a peculiar form of multivariate ordinal data taking values in
the set of permutations. Despite the numerous methodological contributions to increase
the flexibility of ranked data modeling, the application of more sophisticated models is
limited by the related computational issues. The PLMIX package offers a comprehensive
framework aimed at endowing the R statistical environment with some recent method-
ological advances in modeling and clustering partially ranked data. The usefulness of the
novel PLMIX package can be motivated from several perspectives: (i) it contributes to
fill the gap concerning Bayesian estimation of ranking models in R, by focusing on the
Plackett-Luce model and its extension within the finite mixture approach as the generative
sampling distribution; (ii) it addresses computational complexity by combining the flexi-
bility of R routines and the speed of compiled C++ code, with possible parallel execution;
(iii) it covers the fundamental phases of ranking data analysis allowing for a more careful
and critical application of ranking models in real experiments; (iv) it provides effective
tools for clustering heterogeneous partially ranked data. The functionality of the novel
package is illustrated with several applications to simulated and real datasets.
Keywords: Ranking data, Plackett-Luce model, Mixture models, Bayesian inference, MAP
estimation, MCMC methods, R.
1. Introduction
A ranking is an ordered sequence resulting from the comparative evaluation of a given set
of items. This type of data is common in a large number of research fields, as testified by
the widespread applications of ranking data analysis. For example, various political election
systems allow voters to express multiple preferences in the ballots rather than the only most-
liked candidate (Stern 1993; Gormley and Murphy 2008), implying that a method to aggregate
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the resulting rankings into a final consensus is needed, as in Davenport and Kalagnanam
(2004) and Meila˘, Phadnis, and Patterson (2007). Furthermore, marketing and psychological
studies are typically aimed at investigating individual preferences (Vigneau, Courcoux, and
Semenou 1999; Vitelli, Sørensen, Crispino, Frigessi, and Arjas 2014) and attitudes (Yu, Lam,
and Lo 2005; Gormley and Murphy 2006) towards multiple alternatives.
In the biomedical context, Mollica and Tardella (2014) proposed the conversion of the quan-
titative multivariate profiles resulting from a bioassay experiment into ranking sequences.
The ranking transformation was motivated as a possible data normalization method when a
well-established pre-processing technique is lacking.
Moreover, sports and competitions naturally motivate the development of methods for de-
scribing ranking outcomes, in order to quantify the ability of the competitors from the ordinal
evidence, see for example Henery (1981), Stern (1990) and Caron and Doucet (2012). Further
references can be found in the the recent review of the ranking literature supplied by Alvo
and Yu (2014). A public data repository devoted to preference data, although not necessarily
in the form of rankings, is available at http://www.preflib.org/ (Mattei and Walsh 2013).
From a mathematical perspective, ranking data represent a well-characterized form of mul-
tivariate ordinal data, with a direct correspondence with the set of permutations (Plackett
1968; Stern 1990). By following the reviews in Critchlow, Fligner, and Verducci (1991), Mar-
den (1995) and Alvo and Yu (2014), the main approaches to conceive parametric ranking
models can be classified in four classes:
1. order statistics models (OS), also known as random utility models, whose cornerstone
is the Thurstone model (Thurstone 1927);
2. paired comparison models, where the most popular parametric family is the Bradley-
Terry model (BT) described in Bradley and Terry (1952) and Bradley (1984);
3. distance-based models (DB), originally introduced by Mallows (1957) and also referred
to as Mallows’ models;
4. stagewise models.
Each model class alludes to a specific generative process of the ordinal judgment on the given
set of alternatives. This work concentrates on the last parametric family bearing on the
decomposition of the ranking process into consecutive stages, that is, the sequential selections
of the items in order of preference. In particular, our interest is in the Plackett-Luce model
(PL) and its finite mixture extension by assuming the Bayesian inferential perspective.
Despite the numerous methodological contributions of the last decades, enhancing the flexi-
bility of the aforementioned parametric classes, the application of more sophisticated ranking
models is still limited in practice. Likely, the main reason lies in the computational complexity
emerging from the peculiar multivariate structure of ranking data, requiring the development
of specialized software. This might have slowed down a wider use of the most recent model
proposals. The PLMIX package version 1.0.1, released on CRAN (Comprehensive R Archive
Network) and available at https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=PLMIX, offers a compre-
hensive framework aimed at enriching the R environment (R Core Team 2016) with one of
the recent methodological advances in modeling and clustering partially ranked data, by ad-
equately accounting for the related computational issues.
3Table 1: Characteristics of the existing R packages for ranking data com-
pared with the novel PLMIX package.
Package Ranking type Model class Mixture Inference
PerMallows Complete DB, GMM No MLE
PlackettLuce Partial PL No MLE
pmr Complete DB, WDB, PL No MLE
prefmod Partial BT Yes MLE
Rankcluster Partial ISR Yes MLE
rankdist Partial DB Yes MLE
RMallow Partial DB Yes MLE
StatMethRank Complete MNOS, WDB Yes MLE∗
StatRank Partial OS Yes MLE
PLMIX Partial PL Yes Bayesian∗∗
∗ a single function to fit the Bayesian MNOS is available
∗∗ MLE can be recovered as special case under noninformative prior setting
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a detailed review of the existing packages
in R for ranking data and highlights the main differences with the novel PLMIX package.
The PL is briefly reviewed in Section 3 and its Bayesian extension to the finite mixture
setting is detailed in Section 4 with the related inferential procedures. Section 5 describes the
application of the functions included in PLMIX on simulated and real data examples. The
paper ends in Section 6 with some remarks and suggestions for future developments.
2. Review of R packages for ranking data analysis
Several R packages are currently available to conduct model-based analysis of ranking data
and their main features are summarized in Table 1, in comparison with the novel PLMIX
package. Some essential features of each package are provided in the following:
- PerMallows, described in Irurozki, Calvo Molinos, and Lozano Alonso (2014), provides
a suite of functions for the MLE of DBs and their multiparametric extensions, referred
to as Generalized Mallows models (GMM) in the seminal work by Fligner and Verducci
(1986). Various metrics on the ranking space are considered, but partial rankings and
finite mixtures are not contemplated;
- PlackettLuce, recently released on CRAN, performs ML inference of the PL from com-
plete and partial rankings and includs methods to derive point estimates and standard
errors even in critical situations when the likelihood function is not well-behaved. Addi-
tionally, the package can handle ties and admits the inclusion of covariates to accomplish
a model-based partitioning of the sample units via PL trees. A full description of the
package can be found in the vignette by Turner, Kosmidis, and David (2017);
- pmr, presented in Lee and Yu (2013), applies standard MLE methods to infer several
parametric ranking models, such as the DB, the weighted distance-based model (WDB)
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proposed by Lee and Yu (2010) and the PL. Ranking models are considered in their
basic form (no mixture) and only complete rankings are allowed;
- prefmod, introduced in Hatzinger and Dittrich (2012), focuses on the analysis of pref-
erence data expressed in the form of paired comparisons (PC) and on the application of
the BT and extensions thereof under the MLE approach. This package allows for the
handling of partial observations, ties and the inclusion of individual and item-specific co-
variates. The generalization to latent class settings is also possible via a nonparametric
method, but it is limited to complete rankings;
- Rankcluster, widely described in Jacques, Grimonprez, and Biernacki (2014), imple-
ments the mixture of Insertion Sort Rank data models (ISR), see Jacques and Biernacki
(2014). The ISR mixture is motivated as a model-based clustering tool of partial and
potentially multivariate (hierarchical) ranking data;
- rankdist, based on the the methodological contribution by Murphy and Martin (2003),
fits mixtures of DBs with various metrics through the EM algorithm; it accepts both
complete and partial rankings;
- RMallow implements the mixture of DBs with the Kendall distance as metric on the
ranking space. Both complete and partial rankings are allowed;
- StatMethRank is in support of the monograph by Alvo and Yu (2014). Regarding the
parametric distributions, it implements the mixture of WDBs from the MLE perspective
and the Bayesian Multivariate Normal ordered statistics model (MNOS) described in
Yu (2000), but exclusively on complete rankings;
- StatRank covers the class of random utility models, involving the PL as special instance,
and its generalization to the finite mixture context. Frequentist estimation is carried on
by means of the Generalized Method-of-Moments (Soufiani 2014) and can be performed
also on partial observations.
The outline in Table 1 points out that the existing libraries cover a wide range of the para-
metric options reviewed in Section 1. Most of them account also for the possible presence of
incomplete observations and for the generalization of the ranking generative mechanism to
the mixture framework.
Nevertheless, with the only exception of the function mvnos.model of the StatMethRank
package implementing the Bayesian MNOS model on complete rankings via MCMC methods,
all the available packages address inference from the frequentist point of view. Moreover,
although pmr and StatRank encompass the PL distribution and its mixture extension, they
either work only with complete observations or lack of computational efficiency, making some-
times prohibitive to perform a partial ranking analysis based on the PL mixture. The novelties
introduced by the PLMIX package to overcome these limitations are widely described in Sec-
tion 5. An account of the methodological aspects implemented by PLMIX is provided in the
next section.
3. The Plackett-Luce model for partial orderings
53.1. Preliminaries and data format
Let us first clarify the basic terminology for the data input, in particular the difference be-
tween ranking and ordering. Formally, a full (or complete) ranking pi : I → R is a bijective
mapping of a finite set I = {1, . . . ,K} of labeled items (or alternatives) into a set of ranks
R = {1, . . . ,K}, resulting from the attribution of a position to each item according to a
determined criterion. The result of the mapping can be represented in terms of the K-tuple
pi = (pi(1), . . . , pi(K)), where the generic entry pi(i) indicates the rank assigned to the i-th
item. If pi(i) < pi(i′), then item i is said to be ranked higher than/preferred to item i′.
Ranking data admit an alternative format in terms of orderings. Specifically, the full (or
complete) ordering pi−1 : R → I is simply the inverse function of the ranking pi, yielding
the ordered vector pi−1 = (pi−1(1), . . . , pi−1(K)) whose generic component pi−1(j) denotes the
item ranked in the j-th position.
In many real applications, for example when K is large, the ranking elicitation could be not
completely carried out. A typical situation is when the ranker specifies only her most-liked
t < K items and leaves the remaining K−t positions undefined. In this case, the generic obser-
vation consists in the so-called top-t partial ordering of the form pi−1 = (pi−1(1), . . . , pi−1(t)).
With a slight abuse of notation, the remaining K − t alternatives are tacitly assumed to be
ranked lower, formally pi(i) > t for all i /∈ {pi−1(1), . . . , pi−1(t)}. Notice that a complete or-
dering is a special instance of top-t partial ordering with t = K − 1, since the single missing
K-th entry can be unambiguously determined. Finally, we remark that in the present context
ties, i.e., the case when multiple items occupy the same position, are not contemplated.
3.2. The Plackett-Luce model
The PL is one of the most successfully applied stagewise models to describe partially ranked
data, whose paternity is jointly attributed to Luce (1959) and Plackett (1975). The ranking
elicitation is conceived as a random sampling without replacement from an urn: at each stage
the most-liked item is specified among the alternatives not selected at the previous stages.
The sequential draws of the items are governed by the support parameters p = (p1, . . . , pK),
that is, positive constants representing a measure of liking toward each item. Let pi−1s =
(pi−1s (1), . . . , pi−1s (ns)) be a generic top partial ordering, where ns is the number of items
ranked by unit s in the first ns positions. The PL postulates
PPL(pi
−1
s |p) =
ns∏
t=1
ppi−1s (t)∑K
i=1 pi −
∑t−1
ν=1 ppi−1s (ν)
. (1)
For a given a random sample pi−1 = {pi−1s }Ns=1 of N partial top orderings with varying lenghts,
the observed-data log-likelihood turns out to be
l(p) =
K∑
i=1
γi log pi −
N∑
s=1
ns∑
t=1
log
K∑
i=1
δstipi, (2)
where γi =
∑N
s=1 usi with usi = I[i∈{pi−1s (1),...,pi−1s (ns)}] and δsti = I[i/∈{pi−1s (1),...,pi−1s (t−1)}] with
δs1i = 1 for all s = 1, . . . , N and i = 1, . . . ,K.
4. The Bayesian Plackett-Luce mixture model
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In this section we give a brief outline of the Bayesian approach based on the data augmentation
strategy to make inference on the PL parameters, both in the case of homogeneous population
without an underlying group structure and in the more general finite mixture framework. It
represents the methodological background implemented in the PLMIX package.
4.1. The homogeneous case
Because of the normalization term
∑K
i=1 δstipi, the direct maximization of the log-likelihood (2)
is not straightforward. In the Bayesian setting, simple and effective estimation procedures
were introduced by Caron and Doucet (2012) to overcome this inconvenience. Their crucial
idea relies on a data augmentation step with continuous latent variables associated to each
entry of the observed matrix. More specifically, Caron and Doucet (2012) suggest to employ
auxiliary variables y = (yst) for s = 1, . . . , N and t = 1, . . . , ns with a suitable parametric
assumption for their joint conditional distribution, given by
f(y|pi−1, p) =
N∏
s=1
ns∏
t=1
fExp
(
yst
∣∣∣∣ K∑
i=1
δstipi
)
, (3)
where fExp(·|λ) is the Negative Exponential density function indexed by the rate parameter
λ. Additionally, assumption (3) is conveniently combined with a conjugate prior distribution
f0(p) =
∏K
i=1 fGa(pi|c, d) for the support parameters, where c and d denote the shape and
rate parameters of the Gamma densities, leading to a straightforward Bayesian inference.
MAP estimation via EM algorithm
In the presence of latent variables, the popular EM algorithm introduced by Dempster, Laird,
and Rubin (1977) can be applied to optimize the posterior distribution and achieve the Max-
imum A Posteriori (MAP) estimate of the PL parameters, i.e., the posterior mode. At the
generic iteration l+ 1, the EM algorithm described by Caron and Doucet (2012) updates the
support parameters as follows
p
(l+1)
i =
c− 1 + γi
d+
∑N
s=1
∑ns
t=1
δsti∑K
i=1 δstip
(l)
i
i = 1, . . . ,K.
By setting noninformative hyperparameters c = 1 and d = 0, the EM procedure reduces to
the Minorization-Maximization algorithm described by Hunter (2004) for the MLE of the PL.
Gibbs sampling
Caron and Doucet (2012) describe also the Gibbs sampling (GS) procedure, that is, a simulation-
based method to approximate the joint posterior distribution and to assess the uncertainty
of the parameter estimates with empirical summaries of posterior variability.
At the generic iteration l + 1, the GS alternates the following two sampling steps
y
(l+1)
st |pi−1s , p(l) ∼ Exp
(
K∑
i=1
δstip
(l)
i
)
,
p
(l+1)
i |pi−1, y(l+1) ∼ Ga
(
c+ γi, d+
N∑
s=1
ns∑
t=1
δstiy
(l+1)
st
)
,
7where the full-conditional of y is imposed by the data augmentation assumption (3) and
the full-conditionals of the p’s belong to the Gamma family, thanks to the conjugate prior
specification.
4.2. The finite PL mixture
We now review the proposal recently developed by Mollica and Tardella (2017) to extend the
data augmentation approach (3) to the finite mixture context.
Formally, the G-component PL mixture model assumes that observations are sampled from
a heterogeneous population composed of G subpopulations called mixture components
pi−1s |p, ω iid∼
G∑
g=1
ωg PPL(pi
−1
s |pg), (4)
where each component g follows a basic PL distribution with a specific support parame-
ter vector p
g
and ω = (ω1, . . . , ωG) are the mixture weights. Let zs = (zs1, . . . , zsG)|ω ∼
Multinom(1, ω = (ω1, . . . , ωG)) be the vector describing the latent group membership of unit
s, such that
zsg =
{
1 if unit s belongs to the g-th mixture component,
0 otherwise.
To account for the latent group structure z, Mollica and Tardella (2017) generalize Caron and
Doucet (2012)’s approach with the following conjugate Bayesian model setup
ω ∼ Dir(α1, . . . , αG)
pgi
i∼ Ga(cgi, dg)
zs|ω iid∼ Multinom(1, ω)
pi−1s |zs, p i∼
G∏
g=1
PPL(pi
−1
s |pg)zsg
yst|pi−1s , zs, p i∼ Exp
 G∏
g=1
(
K∑
i=1
δstipgi
)zsg .
MAP estimation via EM algorithm
In the mixture setting, the (l + 1)-th iteration of the EM algorithm consists in updating the
unknown quantities until convergence according to the following formulas
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zˆ(l+1)sg =
ω
(l)
g PPL(pi
−1
s |p(l)g )∑G
g′=1 ω
(l)
g′ PPL(pi
−1
s |p(l)g′ )
,
ω(l+1)g =
αg − 1 +
∑N
s=1 zˆ
(l+1)
sg∑G
g′=1 αg′ −G+N
,
p
(l+1)
gi =
cgi − 1 + γˆ(l+1)gi
dg +
∑N
s=1 zˆ
(l+1)
sg
∑ns
t=1
δsti∑K
i=1 δstip
(l)
gi
,
where γˆ
(l+1)
gi =
∑N
s=1 zˆ
(l+1)
sg usi. Interestingly, under the noninformative prior setting (cgi = 1,
dg = 0 and αg = 1), the above MAP procedure recovers the MLE method to infer the PL
mixture described by Gormley and Murphy (2006).
Gibbs sampling
Thanks to the conjugate prior specification, all the full-conditional distributions have known
form and are easy to be sampled. At the generic iteration l+ 1, the GS algorithm consists in
iteratively generating random values from the following full-conditionals
ω(l+1)|z(l) ∼ Dir
(
α1 +
N∑
s=1
z
(l)
s1 , . . . , αG +
N∑
s=1
z
(l)
sG
)
y
(l+1)
st |pi−1s , z(l)s , p(l) ∼ Exp
 G∏
g=1
(
K∑
i=1
δstip
(l)
gi
)z(l)sg
p
(l+1)
gi |pi−1, y(l+1), z(l) ∼ Gam
(
cgi + γ
(l)
gi , dg +
N∑
s=1
z(l)sg
ns∑
t=1
δstiy
(l+1)
st
)
z(l+1)s |pi−1s , y(l+1)s , p(l+1), ω(l+1) ∼ Multinom
(
1,
(
m
(l+1)
s1 , . . . ,m
(l+1)
sG
))
,
where γ
(l)
gi =
∑N
s=1 z
(l)
sg usi and m
(l+1)
sg ∝ ω(l+1)g
∏K
i=1(p
(l+1)
gi )
usie−p
(l+1)
gi
∑ns
t=1 δstiy
(l+1)
st , see Mollica
and Tardella (2017) for more analytical details. The MAP solution represents a suitable
starting point to initialize the GS algorithm.
Label-switching issue
The label switching (LS) is an identifiability issue that can hamper the straightforward use
of the MCMC simulations for the Bayesian estimation of mixture models (Marin, Mengersen,
and Robert 2005). It reflects the arbitrary attribution of the indices {1, . . . , G} to denote
the mixture components, such that the relabeling of the latent classes does not modify the
resulting sampling distribution.
9Table 2: Model selection criteria implemented in the PLMIX package.
DIC1 BPIC1 BICM1
D¯ + (D¯ −D(θˆMAP)) D¯ + 2(D¯ −D(θˆMAP)) D¯ + VAR[D(θ)|pi
−1]
2 (logN − 1)
DIC2 BPIC2 BICM2
D¯ + VAR[D(θ)|pi
−1]
2 D¯ + VAR[D(θ)|pi−1] D(θˆMAP) + VAR[D(θ)|pi
−1]
2 logN
To solve the LS problem in the GS output, we focus on the relabeling algorithms (RA), where
the basic idea is the ex-post relabeling of the raw MCMC samples in order to derive meaningful
posterior estimates. A comprehensive review can be found in Papastamoulis (2016), describing
their implementation in the R package label.switching, that we exploited to handle the LS in
our Bayesian PL mixture applications.
4.3. Bayesian model comparison criteria
A crucial step in the finite mixture analysis is the determination of the optimal number Gˆ of
components that, in general, is not known a priori.
The PLMIX package includes several Bayesian model selection criteria to compare PL mix-
ture models with a different number of components fitted on the same data set. The con-
sidered measures include two alternative versions of each of the following criteria: (i) De-
viance Information Criterion (DIC), originally defined in Spiegelhalter, Best, Carlin, and
Van Der Linde (2002); (ii) Bayesian Predictive Information Criterion (BPIC), proposed
by Ando (2007) and (iii) Bayesian Information Criterion-Monte Carlo (BICM), described
in Raftery, Satagopan, Newton, and Krivitsky (2007). Their formula are recalled in Table 2,
where D(θ) = −2 logL(θ) denotes the deviance function and D¯ = E[D(θ)|pi−1] is its posterior
expectation. For analytic details, see Mollica and Tardella (2017).
As apparent in Table 2, we advocate the use of θˆMAP as point estimate for the mixture model
parameters, instead of the posterior mean E[θ|pi−1], since the MAP estimate: (i) straight-
forwardly provides a meaningful estimate not affected by the LS problem; (ii) guarantees
a positive value of model complexity (effective number of parameters); (iii) coincides with
the MLE solution θˆMLE under uninformative prior specification. It follows that, given the
likelihood invariance described in 4.2.3, all the considered model comparison measures do not
suffer of the presence of LS. Thus, their estimation does not require the preliminary relabeling
of the MCMC output.
4.4. Bayesian model assessment
Evaluating the fitting performance of a parametric model can be less straightforward in rank-
ing data applications than in other multivariate contexts. In the frequentist domain, for
example, model assessment is typically addressed with the computation of the p-value as-
sociated to a goodness-of-fit statistic, such as the likelihood ratio or Pearson’s chi-squared
test. However, in sparse data situations serious issues arise with this approach, since the
chi-squared distribution of the test statistics under the posited model H no longer applies.
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Cohen and Mallows (1983) suggested to overcome this difficulty by comparing observed and
expected frequencies regarding relevant partitions of the ranking space. The same approach
has been successfully applied also within the Bayesian paradigm, where the classical test
statistic can be generalized into a parameter-dependent quantity, referred to as discrepancy
variable (Gelman, Meng, and Stern 1996; Meng 1994). In order to assess the adequacy of
the Bayesian PL mixture, the PLMIX package provides diagnostic tools derived from two
significant summary statistics:
1. the most-liked item frequency vector r(pi−1), whose generic entry is
ri(pi
−1) =
N∑
s=1
I[pi−1s (1)=i]
corresponding to the number of times that item i is ranked first;
2. the PC frequency matrix τ(pi−1), whose generic entry is
τii′(pi
−1) =
N∑
s=1
(usi + usi′ − usiusi′)I[pis(i)<pis(i′)]
corresponding to the number of times that item i is preferred to item i′.
One could then employ the two sample quantities to define the chi-squared discrepancies
X2(1)(pi
−1; θ) and X2(2)(pi
−1; θ) comparing observed and expected frequencies under the PL
mixture scenario H, see Mollica and Tardella (2017) for the explicit formulas. For a given
discrepancy variable X2(pi−1; θ), the posterior predictive check of model goodness-of-fit relies
on the computation of the posterior predictive p-value
pB = P(X
2(pi−1rep; θ) ≥ X2(pi−1obs; θ)|pi−1obs, H), (5)
that can be easily approximated once an MCMC sample from the posterior distribution is
available (Gelman et al. 1996). Clearly, an efficient simulation device is needed to assist the
drawing of replicated datasets pi−1rep from the posterior predictive distribution.
Mollica and Tardella (2017) also showed the usefulness of model assessment conditionally on
the number m = 1, . . . ,K − 1 of ranked items. To this aim, they introduced two additional
discrepancies X˜2(1) and X˜
2
(2) that parallel X
2
(1) and X
2
(2), given by
X˜2(1)(pi
−1; θ) =
K−1∑
m=1
X2(1)(pi
−1
m ; θ) X˜
2
(2)(pi
−1; θ) =
K−1∑
m=1
X2(2)(pi
−1
m ; θ),
where the presence of m in the subscript refers to the evaluation of the discrepancies in the
subsample pi−1m = {pi−1s : ns = m}. The computation of p˜B, obtained from equality (5) by
replacing X2 with X˜2, permits to assess the adequacy of the model estimated on the entire
dataset to recover the considered summary statistics within the subsets of partial orderings
with the same length.
Finally, similarly to the model comparison step, the LS adjustment of the posterior samples
is not necessary for the posterior predictive check. This is due to the use of the marginal
11
Table 3: Classification of the 23 objects included in the novel PLMIX package.
Ranking data manipulation Ranking data simulation
binary_group_ind freq_to_unit rPLMIX
make_complete make_partial Ranking data description
rank_ord_switch unit_to_freq paired_comparisons rank_summaries
Model estimation Model selection
likPLMIX loglikPLMIX selectPLMIX bicPLMIX
mapPLMIX mapPLMIX_multistart Model assessment & LS
gibbsPLMIX ppcheckPLMIX ppcheckPLMIX_cond
label_switchPLMIX
Data
d_apa d_carconf d_dublinwest d_german d_nascar
 object of class "function"  object of class "matrix"
support parameters pi =
∑G
g=1 ωgpgi in the computation of the expected frequencies, which
are invariant to the LS phenomenon.
5. The PLMIX package
The novel PLMIX is the first R package devoted to Bayesian inference for partially ranked
data. More specifically, PLMIX performs Bayesian estimation of ranking models by focusing
on the PL and its finite mixture extension as the sampling distribution. In the present setting,
the MLE approach is recovered as a special case of the Bayesian analysis with a noninformative
(flat) prior specification.
To address the issue of computationally demanding procedures, typical in ranking contexts,
PLMIX can take advantage of a hybrid code linking the R environment with the C++ pro-
gramming language. The parallelization option is also implemented, such that finite mixtures
with a different number of components can be simultaneously analyzed.
PLMIX contains 24 objects visible to the user, classified according the their task in Table 3.
There are 19 objects of class "function" and 5 datasets. As revealed by the overview, the
novel package provides a suite of functions assisting each step of the ranking data analysis. In
fact, in addition to data manipulation tools, descriptive summary and estimation techniques,
the package assists other fundamental phases related to the PL mixture analysis, such that
the selection of the optimal number of components and the goodness-of-fit assessment, aimed
at a more critical exploration of the group structure in the sample. Also the treatment of the
LS problem is supported in our package. The 5 datasets are all provided in ordering format
as objects of class "matrix". Missing positions/items in the partial top orderings are denoted
with zero entries and Rank = 1 indicates the most-liked alternative.
The next subsections illustrate in greater detail the application of the PLMIX commands to
simulated and real ranking data.
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5.1. Ranking data manipulation: Dublin West and German sample data
Before performing a ranking data analysis, it is important to know exactly the data format
and employ the suitable one, in order to avoid erroneous implementation or misleading in-
terpretations. The preliminary conversion of the data into the appropriate format can be
performed by means of the rank_ord_switch function, switching from orderings to rankings
and vice-versa for both complete and partial observations. The following instructions show
the simple application of the rank_ord_switch routine to the first 6 partial orderings of the
2002 Dublin West election dataset (Mattei and Walsh 2013) called d_dublinwest, in order
to convert them into the ranking format. After loading the package and the data
> data(d_dublinwest)
> head(d_dublinwest)
rank1 rank2 rank3 rank4 rank5 rank6 rank7 rank8 rank9
[1,] 7 9 4 2 8 0 0 0 0
[2,] 5 3 7 6 0 0 0 0 0
[3,] 5 7 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
[4,] 9 2 7 0 0 0 0 0 0
[5,] 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
[6,] 5 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
one can apply the command as follows
> rank_ord_switch(data=head(d_dublinwest), format="ordering")
[,1] [,2] [,3] [,4] [,5] [,6] [,7] [,8] [,9]
[1,] 0 4 0 3 0 0 1 5 2
[2,] 0 0 2 0 1 4 3 0 0
[3,] 0 0 3 0 1 0 2 0 0
[4,] 0 2 0 0 0 0 3 0 1
[5,] 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
[6,] 0 3 2 0 1 0 0 0 0
where the input arguments are: i) data: the numeric N ×K data matrix of partial sequences
to be converted, ii) format: the character string indicating the format of the input data and
iii) nranked: the optional numeric vector of length N with the number of items ranked by
each sample unit (default is NULL).
Another useful task is the aggregation of the replicated sequences in the observed dataset. The
unit_to_freq routine constructs the frequency distribution of the observed sequences from
the dataset of individual rankings/orderings supplied in the single argument data. Here is the
output of unit_to_freq when applied to the German Sample dataset d_german, collecting
complete orderings of K = 4 political goals
> data(d_german)
> unit_to_freq(data=d_german)
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[,1] [,2] [,3] [,4] [,5]
[1,] 1 2 3 4 137
[2,] 1 2 4 3 29
[3,] 1 3 2 4 309
[4,] 1 3 4 2 52
[5,] 1 4 2 3 255
[6,] 1 4 3 2 93
[7,] 2 1 3 4 48
[8,] 2 1 4 3 23
[9,] 2 3 1 4 330
[10,] 2 3 4 1 21
[11,] 2 4 1 3 294
[12,] 2 4 3 1 30
[13,] 3 1 2 4 61
[14,] 3 1 4 2 33
[15,] 3 2 1 4 117
[16,] 3 2 4 1 29
[17,] 3 4 1 2 70
[18,] 3 4 2 1 35
[19,] 4 1 2 3 55
[20,] 4 1 3 2 59
[21,] 4 2 1 3 69
[22,] 4 2 3 1 52
[23,] 4 3 1 2 34
[24,] 4 3 2 1 27
The observed frequencies are indicated in the last (K + 1)-th column. The frequency dis-
tribution helps to explore the possible presence of multimodal patterns in the sample and
to compare the observed frequencies with those expected under specific parametric assump-
tions. Additionally, it can be exploited to prepare the data for the analysis with methods
implemented in other R packages requiring the aggregate format.
Conversely, the freq_to_unit function expands the frequency distribution supplied in the
argument freq_distr into the dataset of individual rankings/orderings. In the following toy
example, we consider a synthetic sample of size N = 6 with 2 top-1, 1 top-2 and 3 top-3
partial rankings
> obs_rankings <- rbind(c(0,0,1,0), c(0,1,0,2), c(4,1,2,3))
> freq_to_unit(freq_distr=cbind(obs_rankings, c(2,1,3)))
[,1] [,2] [,3] [,4]
[1,] 0 0 1 0
[2,] 0 0 1 0
[3,] 0 1 0 2
[4,] 4 1 2 3
[5,] 4 1 2 3
[6,] 4 1 2 3
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Further helpful commands for data manipulation are make_partial and make_complete,
that can be regarded specularly. The former allows for the truncation of complete sequences
according to different censoring patterns, either in a deterministic or a random way. The
deterministic approach requires the user to specify the number of top positions to be retained
for each sample unit in the nranked argument. The random approach, instead, makes use of
the probabilities of top-1, top-2, . . . , top-(K−1) censoring patterns, supplied in the probcens
vector, to perform a stochastic truncation of the complete sequences. For example, a random
truncation of the d_german dataset with a 60% overall rate of censored observations and equal
chance of top-1 and top-2 orderings can be obtained with the following code
> set.seed(57524)
> d_german_cens <- make_partial(data=d_german, format="ordering",
+ probcens=c(0.3, 0.3, 0.4))
It returns a list with two named objects given by the numeric data matrix partialdata of
censored sequences and the numeric vector nranked with the number of items ranked by each
sample unit after the random censoring. Here is the code to extract them and to verify the
consistency of the resulting censored dataset with the nominal probability values specified in
the probcens argument
> head(d_german_cens$partialdata)
[,1] [,2] [,3] [,4]
[1,] 1 2 0 0
[2,] 1 0 0 0
[3,] 1 2 0 0
[4,] 1 2 3 4
[5,] 1 2 0 0
[6,] 1 0 0 0
> round(table(d_german_cens$nranked)/nrow(d_german), 2)
1 2 4
0.30 0.29 0.41
The make_partial function is especially useful in simulation studies to investigate the impact
of the censoring mechanism on the ability of the estimation procedures to recover the true
generating distribution and, additionally, to verify their robustness to the censoring rate. See,
for example, the simulation study in Mollica and Tardella (2017).
Conversely, the make_complete function is conceived for the completion of partial orderings
by filling in the missing (zero) positions/items with the remaining not-selected alternatives.
More specifically, the completion of the partial data is performed with the random procedure
determined the Plackett-Luce scheme, that is, with a sampling without replacement of the
unranked items. To this aim, the positive values specified in the probitems argument are used
as support parameters. For instance, the random completion of the d_dublinwest dataset
with decreasing support over the K = 9 candidates can be implemented as follows
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%> K <- ncol(d_dublinwest)
> set.seed(57524)
> d_dublinwest_compl <- make_complete(data=d_dublinwest, format="ordering",
+ probitems=ncol(d_dublinwest):1)
> head(d_dublinwest_full$completedata)
rank1 rank2 rank3 rank4 rank5 rank6 rank7 rank8 rank9
[1,] 7 9 4 2 8 3 6 5 1
[2,] 5 3 7 6 2 8 1 4 9
[3,] 5 7 3 4 1 2 8 6 9
[4,] 9 2 7 1 4 3 6 5 8
[5,] 3 2 5 6 4 7 1 8 9
[6,] 5 3 2 1 7 8 4 6 9
Other possible input values for the vector probitems could be the observed frequencies that
each item has been ranked in the first position, in order to preserve the univariate feature of
the observed sample.
5.2. Ranking data simulation and likelihood function: simulated data
Data simulation and likelihood function are essential tasks to be suitably implemented in a
model-oriented statistical package. The random generation of complete orderings is accom-
plished with the rPLMIX routine. A random sample of N = 5 complete orderings of K = 6
items can be drawn from a 3-component PL mixture with parameters
p =
1 2 3 4 5 66 5 4 3 2 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
 ω = (0.50, 0.25, 0.25)
with the following instructions
> K <- 6
> p_par <- rbind(1:K, K:1, rep(1, K))
> w_par <- c(0.50, 0.25, 0.25)
> set.seed(57524)
> simulated_data <- rPLMIX(n=5, K=K, G=3, p=p_par, weights=w_par,
+ format="ordering")
where the argument p requires the numeric G×K matrix of the component-specific support
parameters and weights is the vector of mixture weights. If G > 1, the rPLMIX function
returns a list of two named objects corresponding, respectively, to the vector comp of simulated
component memberships and to the matrix sim_data of simulated orderings, given by
sim_orderings$comp
[1] 1 2 3 1 1
sim_orderings$sim_data
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[,1] [,2] [,3] [,4] [,5] [,6]
[1,] 2 6 5 4 1 3
[2,] 2 4 3 1 5 6
[3,] 3 6 2 1 5 4
[4,] 4 3 5 6 1 2
[5,] 3 2 5 6 4 1
As evident in equation (2), the calculation of the PL log-likelihood is computationally inten-
sive, especially for large data sets, since the normalization of the support parameters varies
across sample units and is performed sequentially in the ranking process. Of course, the
computational demand increases in the finite mixture setting. On the other hand, an efficient
evaluation of the likelihood is crucial for the application of iterative optimization methods
such as the EM algorithm, both in the MLE perspective and in the MAP estimation detailed
in Section 4.2.1. In this regard, the loglikPLMIX function included in the PLMIX package
calls a C++ routine from R to reduce the computational burden. To show the efficiency of the
loglikPLMIX function for the evaluation of the log-likelihood (2), we first simulated a large
dataset of N = 15000 orderings of K = 6 items from the (default) uniform ranking model,
corresponding to the PL with constant support parameters
> K <- 6
> set.seed(57524)
> unif_data <- rPLMIX(n=15000, K=K, G=1, format="ordering")
Then we have compared the time needed to obtain the maximized log-likelihood value with
loglikPLMIX and with the Likelihood.PL command of the StatRank package
> PLpar <- rep(1, K)
> system.time(loglikPLMIX(p=t(PLpar), ref_order=t(1:K), weights=1,
+ pi_inv=unif_data))
user system elapsed
0.005 0.000 0.005
> library(StatRank)
> system.time(Likelihood.PL(Data=unif_data, parameter=list(m=K, Mean=PLpar)))
user system elapsed
0.181 0.002 0.182
Finally, notice that the rPLMIX and loglikPLMIX functions share the ref_order argument
relative to the reference order parameters of the mixture of Extended Plackett-Luce models
(EPL) introduced by Mollica and Tardella (2014). The traditional PL is a special instance of
the EPL with reference order parameter equal to the identity permutation (1, . . . ,K). Since
the current version of PLMIX implements the mixture of PL models, the ref_order argument
must be a matrix with G rows equal to the identity permutation.
5.3. Ranking data description: CARCONF data
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Useful utilities to conduct a preliminary exploratory analysis are included in PLMIX. Unlike
similar functions from other packages, these functions can handle partial observations. To this
purpose, the main command is named rank_summaries that accomplishes the computation of
summary statistics and censoring patterns for a partial ordering/ranking dataset. The basic
application of the rank_summaries routine requires the same inputs (data and format) of the
rank_ord_switch function. For the d_carconf dataset, the command returns the following
information
> data(d_carconf)
> rank_summaries(data=d_carconf, format="ordering")
$nranked
[1] 6 6 6 6 4 4 3 6 6 6 3 6 6 4 6 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
[34] 3 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 3 6 6 6 6 6 4 6 4 6 3 3 4 6 6 6 3 6 4 6 6 6 6
[67] 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 3 3 6 6
[100] 6 4 4 6 3 4 4 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 6 6 6 6 4 6 6 4 6 6 4 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
[133] 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 4 4 6 6 6 6 4 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 4 6 3
[166] 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 3 6 6 3 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 6 6 6 4 6 6 4 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
[199] 6 6 3 3 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 2 6 6 2 6 6 4 6 6 6 6 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
[232] 6 4 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 6 6 4 6 3 4
[265] 4 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 6
[298] 6 6 6 1 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 6 2 6 6 6 4
[331] 6 6 6 4 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
[364] 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 6 6 4 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
[397] 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 4 6 6 6 6 6 3 4 3 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
[430] 6 6 4 6 4 6
$nranked_distr
Top-1 Top-2 Top-3 Top-4 Top-6
1 8 18 43 365
$missing_pos
[1] 42 17 0 29 62 27
$mean_rank
[1] 3.559796 2.882775 3.165517 3.113300 4.493298 3.203431
$marginal_rank_distr
Item 1 Item 2 Item 3 Item 4 Item 5 Item 6
Rank 1 86 101 87 78 28 55
Rank 2 53 87 85 86 27 96
Rank 3 46 84 78 76 46 96
Rank 4 61 74 81 69 51 72
Rank 5 57 50 62 72 74 50
Rank 6 90 22 42 25 147 39
$pairedcomparisons
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Item 1 Item 2 Item 3 Item 4 Item 5 Item 6
Item 1 0 171 179 178 250 181
Item 2 257 0 238 237 329 242
Item 3 256 197 0 230 324 226
Item 4 243 193 205 0 306 225
Item 5 148 92 111 105 0 106
Item 6 239 187 209 199 307 0
The resulting list includes the following named objects:
nranked numeric vector with the number of items ranked by each sample unit;
nranked_distr the frequency distribution of the nranked vector;
missing_positions numeric vector with the number of missing positions for each item;
mean_rank numeric vector with the mean rank of each item;
marginals numeric K ×K matrix of the marginal rank distributions;
pairedcomparisons numeric K ×K matrix of PCs.
Specifically, the first row of the matrix marginals, labeled as Rank 1, corresponds to the vec-
tor r(pi−1), whereas the matrix pairedcomparisons is τ(pi−1). The command rank_summaries
has additional logical arguments indicating, respectively, whether the mean rank vector, the
marginal rank distribution and the PC frequencies have to be actually computed (default is
TRUE). The PC matrix is implemented in C++ to speed up the execution and can be separately
computed also with the paired_comparisons function.
As better detailed in Section 5.6, descriptive summaries are also involved in the model assess-
ment step to investigate the compatibility between the observed dataset and specific paramet-
ric assumptions. Thus, their efficient implementation is crucial to reduce the computational
time needed for the goodness-of-fit diagnostics.
5.4. Model estimation: APA data
The core inferential part of the PLMIX package consists of the following three functions,
fitting a Bayesian G-component PL mixture according to the estimation procedures reviewed
in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2
mapPLMIX maximizes the posterior distribution via EM algorithm and returns
the MAP point estimate of the PL mixture parameters;
mapPLMIX_multistart does the same with multiple starting values, in order to address the
issue of possible local maxima in the posterior distribution;
gibbsPLMIX implements the MCMC posterior simulation via GS, aimed at quan-
tifying estimation uncertainty from a fully Bayesian perspective.
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The above functions can be conveniently applied in a sequential way: first the MAP procedure
can be launched with multiple starting values by using with mapPLMIX_multistart and, then,
the resulting MAP estimate can be employed to initialize the MCMC chain in the gibbsPLMIX
command.
Since the PL is parametrized by the item-specific quantities p governing the sequential draw-
ings of the items in order of preference, the ordering format pi−1 is the natural choice for the
input dataset of the inferential process. For this reason, all the functions concerning model
estimation share the pi_inv argument, indicating the numeric N × K matrix of observed
partial top orderings. Here is an example illustrating how to obtain the posterior mode for
a Bayesian 3-component PL mixture fitted to the d_apa dataset under the noninformative
prior scenario
> data(d_apa)
> set.seed(57524)
> MAP_3 <- mapPLMIX_multistart(pi_inv=d_apa, K=5, G=3,
+ n_start=30, n_iter=400*3, centered_start=TRUE, parallel=TRUE)
We run the EM algorithm with n_start=30 starting values which, if not supplied by the user
in the init argument, are randomly generated from a uniform distribution (default). The
optional centered_start input is a logical value to constraint the random starting values
to be centered around the observed relative frequency that each item has been ranked first.
Additionally, the hyper argument contains the hyperparameters values (cgi, dg and αg) of
the conjugate prior setting arranged in a list of objects named shape0, rate0 and alpha0.
By default, flat priors are assumed, implying that the MAP estimate coincides with the MLE
solution. From a computational point of view, note the logical argument parallel that allows
to parallelize the initializations and, hence, to significantly reduce the execution time.
The mapPLMIX_multistart automatically selects the best solution in terms of maximum
value of the posterior distribution and returns a list containing the main information on
the implemented MAP procedure. The MAP estimates of the component-specific support
parameters and the mixture weights can be extracted by accessing to the corresponding list
elements as follows
> MAP_3$mod$P_map
[,1] [,2] [,3] [,4] [,5]
[1,] 0.06247449 0.03295813 0.01664217 0.51188738 0.37603783
[2,] 0.27331708 0.04903217 0.61671929 0.02382562 0.03710584
[3,] 0.18807113 0.22080423 0.14093403 0.22727853 0.22291209
> MAP_3$mod$W_map
[1] 0.1035369 0.2732693 0.6231937
The model-based clustering of the sample units into the G = 3 mixture components based on
the MAP allocation is recorded in the list element named class_map. For the d_apa example,
the class distribution turns out to be
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> table(MAP_3$mod$class_map)
1 2 3
621 4106 10722
Notice that a PL mixture can be fitted in R with the function Estimation.RUM.MultiType.MLE
of the StatRank package, by specifying the exponential distribution for the latent random
utility. Unfortunately, the long computational time makes the implementation of the PL
mixtures unfeasible for a large dataset such as the d_apa. Indeed, the comparison of the
timings elapsed for fitting the PL reported in Turner et al. (2017) shows that the PLMIX
remarkably outperfoms all the other packages dealing with the PL in terms of computational
efficiency.
Subsequently, we can perform an approximation of the posterior distribution by means of
the GS simulation implemented in the gibbsPLMIX command. An example to run the GS
initialized with the MAP estimates just obtained from the EM algorithm is
> set.seed(57524)
> GIBBS_3 <- gibbsPLMIX(pi_inv=d_apa, K=5, G=3, init=list(p=MAP_3$mod$P_map,
+ z=binary_group_ind(MAP_3$mod$class_map,G=3)), n_iter=22000,
+ n_burn=2000)
In the init argument, the user can provide the list of initial values for the support parameters
p and the binary component membership indicators z. For the latter, PLMIX offers the utility
binary_group_ind converting the vector of group labels into the binary matrix z. If init
values are not supplied, random initialization from the uniform distribution is performed
(default). Additionally, n_iter and n_burn correspond to the total number of GS drawings
and the length of the burn-in phase, implying that the final posterior MCMC sample has
size L = n_iter − n_burn. The output is a list of named objects including the parameter
drawings
> round(head(GIBBS_3$P), 3)
p1,1 p2,1 p3,1 p1,2 p2,2 p3,2 p1,3 p2,3 p3,3
[1,] 0.110 0.656 0.390 0.250 0.119 0.022 0.196 0.030 0.307
[2,] 0.099 0.655 0.339 0.244 0.083 0.022 0.204 0.033 0.427
[3,] 0.097 0.543 0.358 0.260 0.100 0.012 0.192 0.036 0.413
[4,] 0.104 0.647 0.346 0.258 0.083 0.022 0.177 0.032 0.385
[5,] 0.107 0.633 0.336 0.249 0.061 0.032 0.199 0.031 0.337
[6,] 0.114 0.580 0.426 0.237 0.098 0.032 0.201 0.044 0.306
p1,4 p2,4 p3,4 p1,5 p2,5 p3,5 p1,6 p2,6 p3,6
[1,] 0.199 0.094 0.064 0.078 0.008 0.004 0.168 0.093 0.212
[2,] 0.206 0.107 0.068 0.075 0.008 0.005 0.171 0.114 0.138
[3,] 0.203 0.127 0.060 0.076 0.008 0.004 0.172 0.185 0.153
[4,] 0.207 0.106 0.081 0.077 0.011 0.005 0.176 0.121 0.160
[5,] 0.202 0.102 0.094 0.077 0.012 0.006 0.166 0.161 0.195
[6,] 0.193 0.115 0.057 0.078 0.022 0.005 0.177 0.141 0.173
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> round(head(GIBBS_3$W), 3)
w1 w2 w3
[1,] 0.858 0.070 0.072
[2,] 0.888 0.066 0.046
[3,] 0.913 0.045 0.042
[4,] 0.885 0.073 0.042
[5,] 0.868 0.080 0.051
[6,] 0.893 0.051 0.056
and the posterior likelihood and deviance values at each iteration
> head(GIBBS_3$log_lik)
[1] -2715.182 -2714.959 -2720.991 -2716.492 -2716.751 -2715.400
> head(GIBBS_3$deviance)
[1] 5430.365 5429.919 5441.981 5432.983 5433.502 5430.799
5.5. Model comparison: APA data
The selectPLMIX function assists the user in the choice of the number of mixture components
via computation of the criteria described in Section 4.3. Let us suppose that Bayesian PL
mixtures have been fitted to the d_apa dataset with G varying from 1 to 3 with the code just
described in Section 5.4. The comparison of the three estimated mixtures can be performed
with the following instruction
> SELECT <- selectPLMIX(pi_inv=d_apa, seq_G=1:3, parallel=TRUE,
+ MAPestP=list(MAP_1$mod$P_map, MAP_2$mod$P_map, MAP_3$mod$P_map),
+ MAPestW=list(MAP_1$mod$W_map, MAP_2$mod$W_map, MAP_3$mod$W_map),
+ deviance=list(GIBBS_1$deviance, GIBBS_2$deviance, GIBBS_3$deviance))
Besides the number of components of the competing mixtures specified in the vector seq_G,
the command requires the lists of the point estimates and the posterior deviance values.
More specifically, the function privileges the use of the MAP estimates MAPestP and MAPestW
but, by setting them to NULL values, the user can alternatively compute the selection mea-
sures by relying on the a different posterior summary ("mean" or "median") specified in the
post_summary argument. In the latter case, the command needs also the MCMC samples
to compute the desired posterior summary, that have to be supplied in the MCMCsampleP
and MCMCsampleW arguments. The drawback when working with point estimates other than
the MAP is that the presence of LS has to be previously removed from the traces to obtain
meaningful results. Notice also the parallel option to parallelize the computation over the
alternative number of groups specified in the seq_G argument. The final values of the criteria
can be extracted by typing
> SELECT$selection_criteria
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DIC1 DIC2 BPIC1 BPIC2 BICM1 BICM2
G=1 103204.4 103204.3 103208.3 103208.0 103233.0 103232.9
G=2 100771.9 100772.7 100779.4 100780.9 100835.6 100836.3
G=3 100591.1 100593.0 100601.3 100605.1 100685.7 100687.6
In this example, the decreasing trend of all the measures clearly suggests that more complex
mixtures with additional components should be explored. Finally, in the case of an uninfor-
mative analysis, a comparison with the frequentist solution is allowed. In this regard, the
BIC value is returned by the mapPLMIX_multistart when flat priors are adopted. For the
three mixtures, one has
> rbind(MAP_1$mod$bic, MAP_2$mod$bic, MAP_3$mod$bic)
[,1]
[1,] 5475.685
[2,] 5484.724
[3,] 5504.845
Alternatively, the computation of the BIC can be accomplished with the bicPLMIX utility
which, similarly to the loglikPLMIX function, accommodates for the more general EPL mix-
ture setting.
5.6. Model assessment: APA data
The posterior predictive check, unconditionally and conditionally on the length of the partial
sequences, can be performed, respectively, with the ppcheckPLMIX and ppcheckPLMIX_cond
functions. As described in Section 4.4, the model assessment tools require the simulation
of a replicated dataset from the posterior predictive distribution for each GS drawing. This
means that the execution time depends on both the sample sizes N and L and, hence, the
computation of goodness-of-fit diagnostics is particularly time-consuming. Thanks to the
combination of the R and C++ languages, the assessment of ranking models becomes feasible
with the PLMIX package, even for moderately large datasets. The code to perform the
posterior predictive check based on X2(1) and X
2
(2) and to extract the corresponding p-values
is
> set.seed(57524)
> CHECK <- ppcheckPLMIX(pi_inv=d_apa, seq_G=1:3, parallel=TRUE,
+ MCMCsampleP=list(GIBBS_1$P, GIBBS_2$P, GIBBS_3$P),
+ MCMCsampleW=list(GIBBS_1$W, GIBBS_2$W, GIBBS_3$W))
> CHECK$post_pred_pvalue
post_pred_pvalue_top1 post_pred_pvalue_paired
G_1 0 0.0000
G_2 0 0.6330
G_3 0 0.4805
The syntax is similar to that shown for the selectPLMIX command, with the difference that
the lists MCMCsampleP and MCMCsampleW collecting the MCMC samples are necessary inputs
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for the posterior predictive simulation. Similarly, the script for the conditional posterior
predictive check based on X˜2(1) and X˜
2
(2) is
> set.seed(57524)
> CHECKCOND <- ppcheckPLMIX_cond(pi_inv=d_apa, seq_G=1:3, parallel=TRUE,
+ MCMCsampleP=list(GIBBS_1$P, GIBBS_2$P, GIBBS_3$P),
+ MCMCsampleW=list(GIBBS_1$W, GIBBS_2$W, GIBBS_3$W))
> CHECKCOND$post_pred_pvalue
post_pred_pvalue_top1_cond post_pred_pvalue_paired_cond
G_1 0 0
G_2 0 0
G_3 0 0
Remind that under correct model specification, pB values are expected to be centered around
0.5, whereas values smaller than 0.05 are typically considered as indication of model lack-of-fit.
In this example, the posterior predictive check conditionally on the number of ranked items
reveals the inadequacy of all estimated mixtures for both the summary statistics. This should
be interpreted as an indication that a better account of the missingness mechanism is needed
and, hence, a separate PL mixture analysis on each subsample pi−1m would be preferable. See
Mollica and Tardella (2017) for a more in-depth analysis of the d_apa dataset.
5.7. Label switching adjustment: simulated data
The label_switchPLMIX command can be employed to remove the possible presence of LS
in the posterior MCMC samples. This step is necessary to derive meaningful point estimates
other than the MAP and the related uncertainty measures. The function relies on the appli-
cation of the Pivotal Reordering Algorithm (PRA) proposed by Marin et al. (2005) by means
of a call to the pra routine of the R package label.switching (Papastamoulis 2016).
To illustrate the LS adjustment, we first generated a sample of N = 300 orderings of K = 4
items from a 2-component PL mixture
> p_par <- rbind(c(.7,.2,.08,.02), c(.55,.3,.03,.12))
> w_par <- c(0.7, 0.3)
> set.seed(70476)
> sim_orderings <- rPLMIX(n=300, K=4, G=2, p=p_par,
+ weights=w_par, format="ordering)$sim_data
With this parameter setting, the component-specific modal orderings turn out to be adjacent
in terms of the Kendall distance, since only their last two positions are switched. Of course,
the closeness of the PL components facilitates the occurrence of LS. Then, we fitted the 2-PL
mixture with uninformative priors by means of the EM algorithm and finally we used the
resulting MAP solutions to initialize the GS
> set.seed(70476)
> MAP <- mapPLMIX_multistart(pi_inv=sim_orderings, K=4, G=2,
+ n_start=30, n_iter=1000, parallel=TRUE)
MAP$mod$P_map
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Figure 1: Traceplots of mixture weights before and after the application of the PRA.
[,1] [,2] [,3] [,4]
[1,] 0.6535795 0.252212857 0.061412559 0.03279511
[2,] 0.5023897 0.001954253 0.002959641 0.49269641
MAP$mod$W_map
[1] 0.96190009 0.03809991
> set.seed(70476)
> GIBBS <- gibbsPLMIX(pi_inv=sim_orderings, K=4, G=2, ,
+ init=list(p=MAP$mod$P_map, z=binary_group_ind(MAP$mod$class_map, G=2)))
The two samples of the mixture weights are shown in Figure 1 (left). The occurrence of LS is
testified by the multiple swaps of the traceplots, indicating several transitions of the sampler
from an artificial mode to another. Indeed, a remarkable percentage of the chain is affected by
LS, leading to similar (and invalid) posterior means. Here are those of the support parameters
> matrix(colMeans(GIBBS$P), ncol=4)
[,1] [,2] [,3] [,4]
[1,] 0.5761867 0.2621617 0.07650548 0.08514619
[2,] 0.5415158 0.2795709 0.08259536 0.09631793
The post-processing of the raw MCMC output with the PRA can be implemented as follows
> LS <- label_switchPLMIX(pi_inv=sim_orderings, seq_G=2,
+ MCMCsampleP=list(GIBBS$P), MCMCsampleW=list(GIBBS$W),
+ MAPestP=list(MAP$mod$P_map), MAPestW=list(MAP$mod$W_map))
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whose inputs values are defined as those of the functions for the model selection and the
posterior predictive check. The traceplots in Figure 1 (right) reveal a very good performance
of the PRA in removing the artificial multimodality. The adjusted posterior summaries are
> apply(LS$final_sampleP$G_2, 2, rowMeans)
[,1] [,2] [,3] [,4]
[1,] 0.6742229 0.2278699 0.06266152 0.03524561
[2,] 0.4434795 0.3138627 0.09643932 0.14621852
> colMeans(LS$final_sampleW$G_2)
[1] 0.8511395 0.1488605
We can detect a certain discrepancy between the adjusted GS estimates and the true param-
eter values, although the actual order of the support parameters within each group is fully
recovered. As expected, when the two mixture components considerably overlap, it is more
difficult to reconstruct the actual group membership of the sample units, with consequent
negative effects on the final estimates. On the other hand, the performance of the GS turns
out to be better than the MAP estimate (MLE solution), since the latter completely fails to
infer the minor mixture component.
5.8. A comparison with the prefmod package: CARCONF data
To further highlight the possible advantages of the PLMIX package, a comparison with some
methods implemented in the R package prefmod (Hatzinger and Dittrich 2012) is provided.
prefmod represents a flexible package for the analysis of preference data expressed in the form
of PCs. The same framework is applicable also for ranking data. A ranking of K items, in fact,
can be decomposed into the equivalent pattern of K(K−1)/2 PCs, where the alternatives are
compared two at a time and the preferred one is specified. For this reason, ranking models
based on PCs are also referred to as pattern models.
To explore the unobserved sample heterogeneity of the CARCONF data with the prefmod
package, we considered the nonparametric maximum likelihood approach (NPML) described
in (Hatzinger and Dittrich 2012) and estimated pattern models with discrete random effects.
In this way, the resulting NPML clustering of the sample units into latent classes can be
more straightforwardly compared with the classification via finite PL mixtures. Since the
NPML method in prefmod accepts only full observations as input data, we first performed a
completion of the partial ordering dataset d_carconf with the function make_complete, by
using the frequencies r(pi−1) for the random imputation
> N <- nrow(d_carconf)
> K <- ncol(d_carconf)
> summaries <- rank_summaries(data=d_carconf_compl, format="ordering",
+ mean_rank=FALSE, pc=TRUE)
> top_freq <- summaries$marginals["Rank_1",]
> set.seed(57524)
> d_carconf_compl <- make_complete(data=d_carconf, format="ordering",
+ probitems=top_freq)$completedata
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and we then converted the dataset into a data.frame of rankings with labeled columns
denoting the K = 6 car modules
> d_carconf_compl_r <- data.frame(rank_ord_switch(d_carconf_compl,
+ format="ordering"))
> names(d_carconf_compl_r) <- c("price", "exterior", "brand",
+ "tech.equip", "country", "interior")
After constructing the design matrix needed for the prefmod commands
> library(prefmod)
> dsg <- patt.design(obj=d_carconf_compl_r, nitems=K,
+ objnames=names(d_carconf_compl_r), resptype="ranking")
four random effects pattern models were estimated with the function pattnpml.fit, by vary-
ing the number of latent classes from G = 1 to G = 4
> npml1 <- pattnpml.fit(formula= y ~ price + exterior + brand +
+ tech.equip + country + interior, k=1, design=dsg, seed=57524)
> npml2 <- pattnpml.fit(formula= y ~ 1, random= ~price + exterior + brand +
+ tech.equip + country + interior, k=2, design=dsg, seed=57524)
> npml3 <- update(npml2, k=3)
> npml4 <- update(npml2, k=4)
The corresponding BIC values are listed below
> BIC(npml1, npml2, npml3, npml4)
df BIC
npml1 6 1385.398
npml2 12 1398.626
npml3 18 1431.977
npml4 24 1468.038
suggesting the homogeneous (G = 1) pattern model as the optimal one (minimum BIC value).
For comparison purposes, we re-fitted the selected 1-class pattern model within the MLE
framework and computed the corresponding BIC
> patt.mod <- pattR.fit(obj=d_carconf_compl_r, nitems=K,
+ obj.names=names(d_carconf_compl_r))
> -2*patt.mod$ll + (K-1)*log(N)
[1] 5509.968
By adopting the MAP procedure with flat priors to fit G-component PL mixtures with G =
1, . . . , 4 and to recover the MLE solutions, we obtained the following BIC results
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> for(i in 1:4){
+ set.seed(57524)
+ assign(paste0("MAP_",i), mapPLMIX_multistart(pi_inv=d_carconf_compl, K=K,
+ G=i, n_start=30, n_iter=400*i, parallel=TRUE))
+ }
> rbind(MAP_1$mod$bic, MAP_2$mod$bic, MAP_3$mod$bic, MAP_4$mod$bic)
[,1]
[1,] 5475.685
[2,] 5484.724
[3,] 5504.845
[4,] 5530.541
Interestingly, the minimum BIC value is still achieved in correspondence of the homogeneous
model, but it turns out to be significantly smaller than that associated to the pattern model,
meaning that the PL assumption considerably improves the fitting of the CARCONF data.
To stress the importance of goodness-of-fit diagnostics, we also checked the adequacy of the
two frequentist models to recover the sample statistics described in Section 4.4, given by
> top_freq <- rank_summaries(data=d_carconf_compl, format="ordering",
+ mean_rank=FALSE, pairedcomparisons=TRUE)$marginals["Rank_1",]
> pc_freq <- summaries$pairedcomparisons
> pc_freq <- pc_freq[lower.tri(pc_freq)]
By adopting the traditional chi-squared test, for the 1-class pattern model we obtained
> worthPATT <- patt.worth(patt.mod)
> chisq.test(x=top_freq, p=c(worthPATT), correct=FALSE, rescale.p=TRUE)
[1] 0.000244741
> df2 <- K*(K-1)/2-1
> n.tot.matches=rep(N,df2+1)
> exp.freq.pcPATT=Freq_th(p=worthPATT,n.matches=n.tot.matches)[,2]
> obs.chisq.pcPATT <- sum((pc_freq-exp.freq.pcPATT)^2/exp.freq.pcPATT)
> pchisq(q=obs.chisq.pcPATT, df=df2, lower.tail=FALSE)
[1] 1.39225e-13
where the function patt.worth returns the estimated support parameters of the pattern
model, needed for the computation of the expected frequencies. As evident, both p-values are
well below the critical threshold 0.05, indicating a remarkably poor fitting. However, some
deficiencies to recover the marginal most-liked item distribution can be highlighted also for
the 1-component PL mixture, whereas they do not seem to emerge for the PCs
> chisq.test(x=top_freq, p=c(MAP_1$mod$P_map), correct=FALSE, rescale.p=TRUE)
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[1] 0.000244741
> exp.freq.pcPL=Freq_th(p=MAP_1$mod$P_map,n.matches=n.tot.matches)[,2]
> obs.chisq.pcPL <- sum((pc_freq-exp.freq.pcPL)^2/exp.freq.pcPL)
> pchisq(q=obs.chisq.pcPL, df=df2, lower.tail=FALSE)
[1] 0.9834508
We finally estimated Bayesian PL mixtures up to G = 4 components by means of the
GS algorithm. The MCMC chains were initialized with the MAP solutions and a sample
of n_iter = 22000 drawings was obtained for each mixture, including a burn-in phase of
n_burn = 2000 iterations
> for(i in 1:4){
+ set.seed(57524)
+ assign(paste0("GIBBS_",i), gibbsPLMIX(pi_inv=d_carconf_compl, K=K, G=i,
+ init=list(p=get(paste0("MAP_",i))$mod$P_map,
+ z=binary_group_ind(get(paste0("MAP_",i))$mod$class_map,G=i)),
+ n_iter=22000, n_burn=2000))
+ }
The Bayesian model selection criteria are equal to
> selectPLMIX(pi_inv=d_carconf_compl, seq_G=1:4,
+ MAPestP=list(MAP_1$mod$P_map, MAP_2$mod$P_map,
+ MAP_3$mod$P_map, MAP_4$mod$P_map),
+ MAPestW=list(MAP_1$mod$W_map, MAP_2$mod$W_map,
+ MAP_3$mod$W_map, MAP_4$mod$W_map),
+ deviance=list(GIBBS_1$deviance, GIBBS_2$deviance,
+ GIBBS_3$deviance, GIBBS_4$deviance))$selection_criteria
DIC1 DIC2 BPIC1 BPIC2 BICM1 BICM2
G_1 5455.352 5455.504 5460.374 5460.678 5476.590 5476.742
G_2 5442.707 5442.993 5455.114 5455.684 5494.715 5495.000
G_3 5443.550 5445.584 5464.543 5468.612 5539.429 5541.463
G_4 5453.448 5446.901 5484.768 5471.674 5547.859 5541.312
where, with the exception of BICMs, minimal values are reached by the 2-component PL
mixture. The evidence in favour of unobserved sample heterogeneity is reinforced by the
posterior predictive p-values, given by
> set.seed(57524)
> ppcheckPLMIX(pi_inv=d_carconf_compl, seq_G=1:4,
+ MCMCsampleP=list(GIBBS_1$P, GIBBS_2$P, GIBBS_3$P, GIBBS_4$P),
+ MCMCsampleW=list(GIBBS_1$W, GIBBS_2$W, GIBBS_3$W, GIBBS_4$W),
+ parallel=TRUE)$post_pred_pvalue
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post_pred_pvalue_top1 post_pred_pvalue_paired
G_1 0.00025 0.33580
G_2 0.09930 0.51095
G_3 0.10675 0.50740
G_4 0.10385 0.49965
that, for G > 1, are all above the reference threshold 0.05. The posterior samples for the
optimal Bayesian 2-component PL mixture can be finally adjusted to remove the LS
> LS <- label_switchPLMIX(pi_inv=d_carconf_compl, seq_G=2,
+ MCMCsampleP=list(GIBBS_2$P), MCMCsampleW=list(GIBBS_2$W),
+ MAPestP=list(MAP_2$mod$P_map), MAPestW=list(MAP_2$mod$W_map))
The final posterior means and standard deviations can be easily computed as follows
> round(colMeans(LS$final_sampleW$G_2), 3)
[1] 0.769 0.231
> round(apply(LS$final_sampleP$G_2, 2, rowMeans), 3)
[,1] [,2] [,3] [,4] [,5] [,6]
[1,] 0.092 0.261 0.182 0.195 0.069 0.201
[2,] 0.445 0.113 0.176 0.135 0.041 0.090
> round(apply(LS$final_sampleW$G_2, 2, sd), 3)
[1] 0.098 0.098
> round(apply(LS$final_sampleP$G_2, c(1,2), sd), 3)
[,1] [,2] [,3] [,4] [,5] [,6]
[1,] 0.014 0.019 0.016 0.014 0.007 0.020
[2,] 0.124 0.039 0.059 0.036 0.018 0.027
6. Conclusions
When approaching a ranking data analysis, several issues may arise, mainly due to the peculiar
structure of ranked sequences as multivariate ordinal data. First, ranking data take values in
the finite discrete set of permutations, whose size K! explodes with the total number of items
to be ranked. In this perspective, some related difficulties are the possible occurrence of sparse
data situations or the need of a manageable exploration of the ranking space. Secondly, the
presence of partial observations adds further complications. When the sample is composed of
complete sequences, in fact, the PL could be estimated with methods related to the log-linear
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models (Fienberg and Larntz 1976) but, in the case of partial orderings, the likelihood has to
be suitably updated and the existing methods are no longer applicable. All these issues lead
to computationally demanding methods and to the need of developing specialized softwares to
avoid prohibitive execution time. On the other hand, this has been traditionally an obstacle
for a wider use of more sophisticated models.
In order to efficiently address the aforementioned practical issues and promote the effective
exploration of methodological advances, we developed the R package PLMIX. This is the
first package in R that implements ranking data analysis from a Bayesian inferential perspec-
tive. It relies on a hybrid code combining R and C++ and exploits the advantages of both
programming languages, in particular the flexibility of the R environment and the speed of
compiled C++ code to guarantee computational efficiency. PLMIX is not limited to inferen-
tial techniques but represents a comprehensive toolkit, paying special attention to each step
of the Bayesian PL mixture approach to identify clusters of rankers with similar preferences.
In this regard, the comparative application in Section 5.8 motivates the effectiveness of the
Bayesian PL mixture as a profitable parametric alternative for model-based clustering of par-
tial ranking data in R, and the usefulness of the novel goodness-of-fit diagnostics introduced
by Mollica and Tardella (2017).
As possible directions of future work, the functions of the PLMIX package could be further
extended for the Bayesian analysis of EPL mixtures, introduced by Mollica and Tardella
(2014) in the frequentist domain, or to accommodate for the additional information provided
by subject- and/or item-specific covariates. Also we note that there is little availability of R
routines to handle the presence of ties in the ranking outcome and this can stimulate a further
improvement. Finally, visualization techniques for the graphical illustration of ranking data
analysis could be also included in a forthcoming version of the PLMIX package.
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